When Does Life Begin?

Independent
Nineteen hundred years ago when Caesar Anthony asked this question of Rabbi Yehudah Ha’Nasee, the rabbi replied: “From the moment the fetus emerges from the womb” (Midrash Bereishit Rabbah 34:10). The 11th-century Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki (Rashi) explained: “for the fetus in the womb is not considered a person until it is born” (Talmud Bav’li, Sanhedrin 72b). Earlier rabbinic codes clearly place the welfare of the mother first, and “if a woman experiences difficulty in childbirth, the fetus is dismembered within her, limb by limb, because her life takes precedence” (Mishnah Oholot 7:6 and Talmud Yerushalmi, Sanhedrin, end of Ch. 8).

Not only her life, later rabbis added, but her emotional well-being. “While woman is biologically equipped to bear children,” writes Rav Yeruchem Perilman (19th century), “she is nevertheless not as a clump of earth, and is therefore not obliged to nurture seed implanted within her against her will” (in Ohr Gadol No. 31).

Classical Jewish rulings concerning abortion rely primarily on the woman’s instinct, and they respect that until the fetus emerges from the womb, it remains an integral part of the woman’s body alone.
Rabbi Gershon Winkler
Walking Stick Foundation
Thousand Oaks, CA

Humanist
In the view of the Talmud, it was only after a newborn had lived 30 days that it proved its viability and gained the status of a person and the legal rights of an adult. These days, with modern hygiene and healthy prenatal care working in our favor, we rarely have to wait that full month to trust in our baby’s survival.

So if the clue to beginning of life hinges on viability, there may be some truth to the popular Jewish maxim that life doesn’t truly begin until the children finish graduate school. But we know that Jewish parents never stop worrying about their grown children.

According to the title of a popular song, life really begins at 40, “when love and living start to become a gentle art.” But research suggests that this may be a myth. For many people, hitting 40 is synonymous with forgetfulness, longer recovery time from aches and pains and a gradual physical breakdown. Could it all be downhill from there?

The ultimate message is that life is unpredictable, unstable and ultimately finite. It is up to us to begin life anew each day and to fill each day with purpose, joy and the fullness of life.
Rabbi Peter Schweitzer
The City Congregation for Humanistic Judaism
New York, NY

Classical Jewish rulings concerning abortion rely primarily on the woman’s instinct, and they respect that until the fetus emerges from the womb, it remains an integral part of the woman’s body alone.

Renewal
When I taught women’s studies to conservative Christian students in the American South, they were curious about the Jewish view of when a fetus becomes a “person” and how that affects the Jewish position on abortion. The answer, which is consistent across the entire Jewish spectrum, never failed to astonish them: We don’t know when a fetus becomes a “person.”

Talmudic sages consulted a midwife along with male medical scholars when they discussed the question of when a person becomes a nefesh, an embodied soul. They considered many possibilities: conception, in utero, movement, birth, beginning of speech. They concluded that mere human beings could not know such a subtle secret.

This set the tone for future Jewish discussion about abortion. We do not base serious life decisions on metaphysical speculation but on concrete factors related to the life of the person making the decision. How would the mother’s physical and mental health be threatened by carrying the child to term? If it were known that the child would be disabled, how would the mother be affected by raising it? If abortion were performed, how would the mother cope with having taken a life? If you consider these questions, you sometimes conclude that abortion is required.
Rabbi Laura Duhan Kaplan
Or Shalom Synagogue
Vancouver, British Columbia

Reform
Ancients argued whether life begins at conception or first-breath. As a rabbi, I find the search for the moment that physical life begins as missing the point. The real question is, when does spiritual life begin? At what point in the journey
In general, Orthodox law is against abortion unless the fetus directly threatens the mother’s life—in which case, it is a mitzvah to protect the mother’s life by aborting the baby.

Modern Orthodox

Human life is created in the image of God. Jewish ethics and halacha spell out the behaviors owed to a human being—ranging from not to kill and not to harm to feeding when hungry and loving the other human being as yourself.

Is an embryo entitled to all the dignities of a human being? If the answer is yes, then abortion should be prohibited. In general, Orthodox law is against abortion unless the fetus directly threatens the mother’s life—in which case, it is a mitzvah to protect the mother’s life by aborting the baby.

As with most traditional sources, I believe that life begins at conception. However, I also believe that life is not fully developed until the baby is born and proves to be viable. The embryo has the dignity of being potential but not fully formed life.

A significant number of Orthodox rabbis take this position—especially in light of the Talmudic statement that up to 40 days, the embryo is considered water/liquid and not life. Therefore, they (and I) are more supportive of the possibility of an abortion to protect the mother’s health or well-being over a wider range of threats such as nervous breakdown or deep depression. The bulk of Orthodox rabbis also do not equate abortion with murder of a viable human being, which is the gravest sin of all.

Of course, upholding the potential human life (fetus) demands caring, protecting, feeding, respecting both the embryo and the mother.

Rabbi Yitz Greenberg
New York, NY

Sephardic

There is an unfortunate tendency in public discourse to oversimplify highly complex and nuanced subject matter for the sake of fueling entertaining debate. We are either “pro-life” or “pro-choice.” We either advocate for “women’s reproductive rights” or we emphasize “the rights of the fetus.” None of these slogans sheds light on the moral principles involved in the ongoing disagreements over the morality of abortion.

Jewish law does not exclusively endorse either the pro-life or the pro-choice platform: There is a range of valid rabbinical opinion vis-a-vis the possibility of abortion under certain circumstances. What Jewish law categorically rejects is the attempt to gloss over moral ambiguities by wrapping oneself in the mantle of civil rights and claiming that one is being disenfranchised and mistreated simply because one’s freedom of action is being curtailed.

Some have determined that women are entitled to “reproductive rights”—in other words, the right to terminate pregnancy and kill a fetus—and that anyone who questions the legitimacy of abortion-on-demand is misogynistic and unjust. I find this kind of attitude to be counterproductive and dishonest. Extremists on both sides of this issue obstruct serious consideration of its nuances by providing black-and-white answers.

Rabbi Joshua Maroof
Magen David Sephardic Congregation
Rockville, MD

Ultra-Orthodox

Human life begins in three stages. The stage of conception is the moment when the soul comes into this world (Sanhedrin 91b) and your potential is defined (Niddah 16b/Tanchuma). At this stage the fetus is called maya b’alma, mere matter (Yevamot 69b) and not a human being. The second stage begins at 40 days. The fetus is considered a human being, yet the mother’s life will take precedence and the fetus can be aborted if it is the cause of a health threat to the mother. The third stage is birth. Birth is the moment the head emerges, or in a breach situation the majority of the body. From that moment on, the child’s life and mother’s life are separate lives of equal importance.

Rabbi Simcha Tolwin
Executive Director
Aish Huntington Woods
Southfield, MI